DNA repair is expected to be a modulator of underlying mutation rates, however the major factors affecting the distribution of DNA repair pathways have not been determined. The Proteomic Constraint theory proposes that mutation rates are inversely proportional to the amount of heredity information contained in a genome, which is effectively the proteome. Thus, organisms with larger proteomes are expected to possess more efficient DNA repair. We show that an important factor influencing the presence or absence of four DNA repair genes mutM, mutY, mutL, and mutS is indeed the size of the bacterial proteome. This is true both of intracellular and other bacteria. In addition, the relationship of DNA repair to genome GC content was examined. In principle, if a DNA repair pathway is biased in the types of mutations it corrects, this may alter the genome GC content. The presence of the mismatch repair genes mutL and mutS was not correlated with genome GC content, consistent with their involvement in an unbiased DNA repair pathway. In contrast, the presence of the base excision repair genes mutM and mutY, whose products both correct GC → AT mutations, was positively correlated with genome GC content, consistent with their biased repair mechanism. Phylogenetic analysis however indicates that the relationship between the presence of mutM and mutY genes and genome GC content is not a simple one.
INTRODUCTION
DNA repair is fundamental for the survival of organisms but some bacterial genomes, particularly intracellular bacteria, lack DNA repair genes that are well conserved elsewhere (Himmelreich et al., 1996; Glass et al., 2000; Moran and Wernegreen, 2000; Shigenobu et al., 2000; Moran and Mira, 2001; Akman et al., 2002; Moran, 2002; Dale et al., 2003) . The reason for these absences is unclear. An explanation is provided by the Proteomic Constraint theory, which proposes a selective pressure proportional to the size of the proteome (defined as the total number of codons) that acts to maintain the integrity of heredity information. The theory proposes that a larger proteome exerts a larger selective pressure (Proteomic Constraint) to minimize the occurrence of mutations (Massey and Garey, 2007; Massey, 2008) . This is because the size of the mutational target is larger, and hence the mutational load is likely to be higher. This is expected to result in the evolution and maintenance of proofreading and DNA repair mechanisms. It follows that a reduction in the size of a proteome over evolutionary time will result in a reduction of the selection pressure, leading to loss of proofreading and DNA repair mechanisms. The proteomes of intracellular bacteria, for instance, have undergone sometimes extreme reductions in size, thus the absence of some DNA repair genes is consistent with this explanation. A distinction is made between proteome size and genome size. Not all regions of a genome are under evolutionary constraint; this is especially so in the case of eukaryotes that may have large amounts of junk DNA, but also the case with bacteria; for example, intergenic regions and significant parts of the regulatory regions. The proteome is used as a proxy for the total amount of information in a genome because (1) the large majority of heredity information is protein coding; (2) it is accurate to calculate. Ideally, the regulatory regions should be included in the calculation (Massey, 2008) -but this is difficult to calculate computationally; even if there is an estimate for one species of bacteria, it is not clear how this would vary for all the different species of bacteria with vastly different lifestyles and habitats.
Alternatively, both the action of Muller's ratchet and increased drift have been invoked to account for a decrease in the strength of selection observed in intracellular genomes (Muller's ratchet; Lynch, 1996 Lynch, , 1998 Moran, 1996; Brynnel et al., 1998; Lynch and Blanchard, 1998; increased drift; Wernegreen and Moran, 1999; Funk et al., 2001; Herbeck et al., 2003; Fry and Wernegreen, 2005; Mamirova et al., 2007; Kuo et al., 2009) . These factors could also account for a reduction in the selection pressure to retain DNA repair genes in intracellular bacterial genomes. However, as formulated these explanations do not apply to extracellular bacteria, as it has been proposed that both Muller's ratchet and increased drift are a consequence of the intracellular lifestyle.
Differences in DNA repair may potentially influence genome GC content; genome GC contents, particularly of bacteria, have been known to differ widely since the early days of nucleic acid biochemistry, but an accepted explanation is lacking. Various hypotheses fall into two categories; adaptationist and neutralist, and are applicable to all three domains of life. Adaptationist explanations invoke changes in genome GC content as an adaptation to factors such as temperature (body temperature; Bernardi et al., 1988, environmental temperature; Kagawa et al., 1984) , halophilic conditions (Kennedy et al., 2001) , aerobic environments (Naya et al., 2002) , low nitrogen environments (Dufresne et al., 2005) , high UV environments (Singer and Ames, 1970) , or energetic costs (Rocha and Danchin, 2002) . Neutralist explanations invoke changes in mutation bias as a cause of variations in genome GC content (Freese, 1962; Sueoka, 1962) . In principle, if a DNA repair pathway preferentially corrects GC → AT or AT → GC mutations, then it has the potential to alter the genome GC content (King and Jukes, 1969) . This assumes that most mutations are neutral, or nearly neutral. While changes in mutation bias is a potential proximate cause for differences in genome GC content, the ultimate (mechanistic) cause remains elusive and is addressed here.
The hypothesis that differences in DNA repair has led to changes in genome GC content has not been tested, and if correct it is unclear which genes amongst the many DNA repair genes are responsible for exerting an effect on genome GC content. The gene products of mutM and mutY, which are components of the base excision repair (BER) pathway, may be able to influence genome GC content, as they both correct GC → AT mutations (Michaels et al., 1991; Noll et al., 1999 ; Figure 1A ). Consequently, it has been demonstrated that deletion of the Salmonella typhimurium mutM and mutY BER genes leads to an elevation in GC → AT mutations (Lind and Andersson, 2008) , consistent with findings regarding deletion of these genes in Escherichia coli (mutY, Nghiem et al., 1988; mutM, Cabrera et al., 1988) , Helicobacter pylori (mutY, Kulick et al., 2008) , and Neisseria meningitidis (mutY, Davidsen et al., 2005) . Unbiased DNA repair pathways include the mismatch repair (MMR) pathway. The pathway recognizes seven of the eight possible mismatches in bacteria (Lahue et al., 1989) . In contrast to mutM and mutY, deletion of each of the mutL and mutS MMR genes ( Figure 1B ) in E. coli results in a large increase in transitions (Schaaper and Dunn, 1987) , but these do not show a difference in GC/AT mutation bias compared to wild type strains (Schaaper et al., 1986) , consistent with the unbiased nature of the MMR pathway.
In the analyses described here, the distribution of genes involved in the biased BER pathway and the unbiased MMR pathway were compared to proteome sizes and genome GC contents, across 699 complete bacterial genomes. Proteome size is shown to be a factor influencing the presence or absence of DNA repair genes in bacterial genomes. A positive relationship between genome GC content and the presence of the biased repair mutM and mutY genes is shown, indicating that they may be an influence on genome GC content. However, phylogenetic analysis indicates that the relationship is not a simple one.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

GENE AND GENOME DATA
All 699 completed bacterial genomes present in the Integrated Microbial Genomes (IMG) database (Joint Genomes Institute) on 14th January 2009 were used for analysis. DNA repair genes chosen for the analysis were mutM (8-oxoguanine DNA glycosylase) and mutY (adenine DNA glycosylase; BER) and mutL and mutS (MMR). These are the best characterized members of a biased DNA repair pathway (BER) and an unbiased DNA repair pathway (MMR). The presence or absence of the genes in complete genomes was initially determined using gene annotations. Genomes that lacked an annotated gene were then Blast searched using the respective gene sequence from a related bacterium, chosen according to the relationships displayed at the NCBI microbial Blast web-site (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sutils/genom_table.cgi), in order to verify the absence of the gene. Hits of an expect value below E−15 were discounted. In the interests of accuracy, for each gene this process was conducted manually and separately by two workers, the gene identifications were subsequently cross checked after the genes were identified from their IMG annotations, and subsequently any additional homologs identified by The mutS gene product recognizes a mismatched basepair in the DNA strand after replication. The mutL gene product is recruited to the complex, while the mutH gene product is used to identify the original DNA strand, which is methylated, from the newly replicated DNA strand.
Blast searching were cross checked. Proteome sizes were calculated from the respective GenBank genome entries using a Perl script that counted the amino acids present in predicted ORFs, and included plasmids.
The definitions of the different bacterial phenotypes analyzed in the study were as follows. Intracellular bacteria were defined as those bacteria that have an obligate intracellular existence in a host cell, extracellular bacteria are defined as all remaining bacteria; these may live outside a host cell but inside host tissue, or may live in the environment without a close association with another organism, these are termed free living bacteria. Pathogenic bacteria have the ability to act as a pathogen. They may be host associated or opportunistic. Host associated pathogenic bacteria are those that reside within or on a host for any part of their lifecycle and typically cause disease, while opportunistic pathogens do not necessarily reside in or on a host, and if they do, do not typically cause disease. Some bacteria may be both commensal and pathogenic; these are classified as host associated pathogens and include H. pylori and Xylella fastidiosa. Host associated pathogenic bacteria may be intracellular or extracellular.
TESTING THE DIFFERENCES OF MEANS
Mean genome GC contents and proteome sizes were generated for genomes that possessed or lacked individual DNA repair genes. The differences in these means were examined statistically. The datasets generated were not normally distributed (data not shown); skew in the data may affect Student's t -test (Bridge and Sawilowsky, 1999) . Thus, the non-parametric Mann-Whitney test was conducted on the datasets. While gain/loss events are likely to be nested amongst lineages, this is expected to affect N, however the test is of facility in determining a non -significant difference in means.
USE OF THE PHI COEFFICIENT TO ANALYZE GENE INTERACTIONS
The co-distribution of the four DNA repair genes in the 699 genomes was examined by using the phi coefficient. This was conducted as follows on each pairwise combination of genes (six in total). The tabulated data were transformed into binary notation whereby 0 represented the absence of a gene in a genome and 1 represented the presence of a gene in a genome. The data were inputted into the following equation:
where Φ is the phi coefficient, and the values a, b, c, d refer to the table below A significant correlation (Φ = +0.3 to +0.7 is a weak positive association, Φ = +0.7 to +1.0 is a strong positive association) can be interpreted two ways: either there is a positive epistatic interaction between the two genes leading to a selective pressure to maintain the two genes in the genome, or similar mutational pressures lead to a selective pressure for maintenance of the two genes in the genome. The latter assumes that the two genes are involved in repairing the same types of mutations. This methodology may be applied to other gene pairs in bacterial genomes for the detection of previously uncharacterized epistatic interactions.
PHYLOGENETIC RECONSTRUCTION
A species tree of those cyanobacteria used in the comparative genomics analysis was reconstructed using 16S rRNA sequences. The Muscle program (Edgar, 2004) was used to construct an alignment and the jModelTest program (Posada, 2008) was used to estimate model parameters of GTR matrix with a gamma parameter of 0.54 and a proportion of invariant sites of 0.55. Then, the MrBayes program (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck, 2003) was used to infer phylogeny using a burn in of 25% of generations and building a consensus tree from the last 25% of generations. A species tree of the alphaproteobacteria species used in the comparative genomics analysis was reconstructed using the same methodology as for cyanobacteria, but with a gamma parameter of 0.58 and a proportion of invariant sites of 0.43.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
FACTORS AFFECTING THE PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF DNA REPAIR GENES
As discussed above, a factor suggested to increase the loss of DNA repair genes is a reduction in the size of the Proteomic Constraint, resulting from a reduction in proteome size (Massey, 2008) . A reduced Proteomic Constraint can account for the absence of mutM and mutY (mean proteome sizes where mutM and mutY are absent are 717216 and 706366 amino acids, respectively; mean proteome sizes where present are 1154894 and 1206817 amino acids, respectively; Table 1A; Figure A1 in Appendix). Additional factors are present, since not only bacteria with reduced proteome sizes lack mutM or mutY ; these remain to be elucidated. mutL and mutS are not influenced as strongly by the size of the proteome (mean proteome sizes where mutL and mutS are absent are 877910 and 992286 amino acids, respectively; mean proteome sizes where present are 1131088 and 1080884 amino acids, respectively; Table 1A; Figure A1 in Appendix). A potential reason for the weaker relationship with proteome size, compared to mutM and mutY, is that there is a greater selective pressure to maintain the mutL and mutS genes, indicated by the smaller number of genes absent from the 699 genomes (123 and 83, respectively, compared to 135 and 189 for mutM and mutY, respectively; Table 1A ). To mitigate the potential effects of sample bias, the analysis was repeated with one species from each genus, with the same conclusions ( Table 1B) . The loss or absence of DNA repair genes in smaller proteomes may help explain the inverse relationship between genome/proteome size and mutation rates (Drake, 1991; Drake et al., 1998; Massey, 2008) .
Given that DNA repair genes are more likely to be absent in bacteria with small proteomes, this may explain an intriguing feature of intracellular bacterial genomes; their high substitution rates (discussed in Massey, 2008) . A high substitution rate is likely www.frontiersin.org Table 1 | Mean GC contents and proteome sizes of bacterial genomes that possess or lack the DNA repair genes mutM, mutY, mutL, and mutS. to indicate a high underlying mutation rate (Itoh et al., 2002) , which may be caused by the loss of DNA repair. The Proteomic Constraint theory therefore indirectly explains the high mutation/substitution rates of intracellular bacteria by proposing that a reduction in size of the proteome reduces the constraint on genetic fidelity, resulting in the loss of DNA repair genes, leading to an elevation in mutation rates (Massey, 2008) . The data support this interpretation. In addition, the data show that extracellular bacteria with smaller proteome sizes also have a tendency to lack the four DNA repair genes. This observation may explain the increase in substitution rates of cyanobacteria such as Prochlorococcus marinus SS120 and MED4 (Dufresne et al., 2005) , and the increase in mutation rate in Oenococcus oeni (Marcobal et al., 2008) , which are both unusual for being free living bacteria that have undergone reductions in the sizes of their proteomes. The two alternative explanations of Muller's ratchet and/or an increase in drift may also explain the absence of DNA repair genes in intracellular bacteria. However, they do not explain the absence of DNA repair genes in extracellular bacteria with smaller proteome sizes. This then casts doubt on the explanations of Muller's ratchet and/or increased drift for the absence of DNA repair genes in intracellular bacteria; given the free living status of these bacteria they are both unlikely to operate. However, the Proteomic Constraint theory provides an explanation for the absence of DNA repair genes in these bacteria. Lastly, it may be hypothesized that larger genomes possess more genes, and are therefore more likely to possess more DNA repair genes, simply by chance, However, this is not likely if it is accepted that the presence of genes in a genome are maintained by natural selection. A pertinent comment to this effect was made by Daubin and Moran (2004) .
Analysis of different gene pairs reveals that only mutL and mutS are significantly co-distributed (Table 2; Figure A2 in Appendix). This is despite the observation that the presence of all four genes is influenced by the same factor, proteome size. The codistribution of mutL and mutS can be explained as they have a protein-protein interaction as a vital part of the MMR pathway (Schofield et al., 2001) . Even though mutM and mutY are components of the same pathway, the data indicate that they do not have an epistatic interaction, indicating that their function is not interdependent. Therefore, it is not clear if BER is best described as a "pathway." The function of mutY is not as important as that of mutM, given that it is absent in more genomes than mutM.
The analysis is consistent with the theory of a "Proteomic Constraint" operating on the genetic information system. Implicit in this is that mutation rate modulator genes (i.e., DNA repair genes) should be influenced by the size of the proteome; when large there Frontiers in Genetics | Evolutionary and Genomic Microbiology should be more selective pressure to evolve and maintain mutation modulators that reduce mutation rates, when small such mutation modulators are more likely to be lost.
INVESTIGATING THE RELATIONSHIP OF DNA REPAIR GENES TO PATHOGENICITY
Although there is a difference in average proteome sizes of pathogenic versus non-pathogenic extracellular bacteria (Table 3A) , this was not found to be significant. No clear link was found between the lack of DNA repair genes and pathogenicity in general (Table 3A) , although mutY is more likely to be present in pathogenic extracellular bacteria. As many of the pathogenic bacteria in the dataset are opportunistic pathogens it would seem that there is no link between the presence/absence of these genes and a predisposition for pathogenicity, with the possible exception of mutY. When host associated extracellular pathogenic bacteria were compared with the remaining extracellular bacteria, no substantial differences were observed (Table 3B) www.frontiersin.org again with the exception of mutY, which is more likely to be present in host associated extracellular pathogenic bacteria. Possibly, mutY has a role in combating the mutagenic (oxidizing) conditions of the innate immune system. The average proteome size of host associated extracellular pathogenic bacteria was smaller than that of the other extracellular bacteria (1094197 codons compared to 1198376 codons), but this was not significant. When intracellular bacterial genomes are compared to extracellular bacterial genomes, intracellular bacteria are much more likely to lack the four DNA repair genes than extracellular bacteria (Table 3C ). This may be attributed to either their intracellular habit (i.e., the effects of Muller's ratchet/increased drift or a diminished exposure to mutagens), or their sometimes extreme reduction in proteome size, causing a reduction in the proposed Proteomic Constraint.
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DNA REPAIR AND GENOME GC CONTENT
Bacterial genomes that lack mutM and mutY were found to be substantially more AT biased on average than those that possess the genes (50.5% GC and 51.9% GC where mutM and mutY are present, respectively; 38.2% GC and 38.1% GC where they are absent; Table 1A ; Figure A3 in Appendix). This may be understood by the observation that the enzymes encoded by these genes correct GC → AT mutations, and deletion of these genes in experimental systems significantly affects mutation biases. Consistent with this interpretation, genomes that lack mutL and mutS are not more AT biased than those that do not (51.9% GC and 47.7% GC where mutL and mutS are present, respectively; 51.9% GC and 51.2% GC where they are absent; Table 1A ; Figure A3 in Appendix). Likewise, this is explained by the observation that the enzymes encoded by these genes are involved in an unbiased DNA repair pathway. The dataset of bacterial genomes contains the genomes of 95 intracellular bacteria; these may be subject to unusual evolutionary dynamics so the analysis was repeated using extracellular and free living bacteria only. The results were essentially unchanged, with all four genes showing a positive relationship with proteome size, and a positive correlation between the presence of mutM and mutY, and genome GC content (Table 1A) . This demonstrates that the relationship between reduced proteome size and absence of DNA repair genes is not due to the inclusion of intracellular bacteria in the original dataset. Likewise, the relationship between absence of mutM and mutY and AT bias is not due to the inclusion of intracellular bacteria in the original dataset, many of which may be strongly AT biased. To mitigate the potential effects of sample bias, only one species from each genus was selected and the analysis repeated, again with the same qualitative results (Table 1B) .
A correlation does not automatically assume causality. However, as there is a mechanistic explanation for the correlations, a case can be made for causality, i.e., that the presence/absence of mutM and mutY has an effect on genome GC content. However, the datapoints represented by individual genomes are not independent; loss/gain events of the genes are nested within nodes of a phylogenetic tree. In order to dissect the possible effects www.frontiersin.org of this phylogenetic non-independence, phylogenetic trees were constructed for the cyanobacterial and alpha bacterial genomes utilized in the study. When the presence or absence of mutM, mutY, mutL, and mutS are superimposed on the trees, the relationship with GC content becomes more complex. For example, a large clade of cyanobacteria containing all the Prochlorococcus strains and six Synechococcus strains (indicated in Figure 2A) does not appear to show a relationship between the absence of mutY and lowered GC content. Likewise, in the Rickettsia and Wolbachia/Ehrlichia clades of the alphaproteobacteria (indicated in Figure 2B ) both show lowered GC contents, but the values do not appear to be related to the absence of mutM, which has sporadic distribution in the clades (although mutY is absent throughout). So, it would seem either that the impact of these genes on genome GC content is minimal or that there are confounding factors that moderate their influence.
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